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ABSTRACT

The importance of Planetary Defense (Spaceguard) came to be recognized more than before by the collision of the Chelyabinsk meteorite in February 2013. As for survey observations of asteroids/NEOs (Near Earth Objects), they are very active in the United States, Europe, and several regions at present, and there are many new discoveries. Since the Asia-Pacific region is located between the United States and Europe, observations in this region will geographically contribute much to discovery and follow-up of NEOs.

We proposed an asteroid observation network in APRSAF (Asia-Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum) held in December 2013. After that, we have organized and promoted the network. The observation network was named APAON (Asia-Pacific Asteroid Observation Network). The purposes of APAON are to enhance
asteroid/NEO observation activities and outreach/education activities about Planetary Defense in Asia-Pacific region, by utilizing and sharing the observation resources in this region.

We have been calling for participation for many facilities including Japanese public (open) astronomical observatories and amateur observers, not only research facilities. As of January 2017, 11 organizations in Japan, and 16 organizations in 10 other countries (regions), mainly in Asia, totally 27 organizations have become the members of APAON.

We are now discussing about how to make the observation network and how to promote our activities. We have already started observations of some NEOs at their close approaches, as examples of practice. We are going to make the action of APAON more active so that it can contribute to Planetary Defense.
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